1

2

3

4

Emphasize here that the biographic questionnaire administered in Senegal,
France, Spain, and Italy is THE SAME, so the questions must be able to be
adapted to all contexts, particularly as the respondents whose lives are to be
traced may have lived in some other country (than those where the survey is
done)
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1) Present the first part of the slide (“what is it? ”) and stress that a biographic
survey is about retracing the person’s ENTIRE LIFE: the present is no more
important than the past.
2) Fortunately, we have a HIGHLY EFFECTIVE instrument (a questionnaire) to
do that with, which has been used since the early 1980s in ALL KINDS of
COUNTRIES and contexts, both in the NORTH and SOUTH, for respondents of
all ages and educational levels …
The collection and scoring process GENUINELY makes it easier:
-for the respondent to recall events,
-for interviewers to find their way through the respondent’s life,
-to cross-check the consistency of the information collected between trajectories.
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Present the questionnaire paper physically, showing the different parts:
- The grid, in the module book holder
- The notebook
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Read this person’s history
Aim: to demonstrate how to read a grid and show that it is easy and that anyone
can easily find their way through it.
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Emphasize the CONTINUITY of the information collected.

10

Practical exercise: Get the interviewers to answer: What did this respondent
do in 1986, for example? What is their situation? …
Read each column to see where the individual is at that point:
In 1986, the respondent is 24 years old (Age column); not in a partnership
(Family column); has no children (Family column); lives in Dakar, in Senegal
(Town and Country columns); and is a baker (Activities column).
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Emphasize:
-The different types of reference points that the respondent can use and date
events.  Do not stick solely to ages and calendar years.
-If the respondent has difficulty dating an event (which is normal): help them by
using other events already collected (in married or home life…) : was it before or
after “that”?
-Encourage the respondent to go through the grid with you in order to visualize
things.
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Illustration
- 1 column per dwelling: L1 to describe ego’s first dwelling, L2 to describe ego’s
second dwelling, etc.

14

The broad topics of the survey. Present each topic, singling out:
•What is covered in the grid, then expanded in the modules.
•What is covered in the grid only.

15
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1. IT IS ESSENTIAL to write down the start time of the interview.
2. Stress that 5 or 6 key points must be presented to the respondent at the start
of the interview.
•A presentation or reminder (if the person has already been interviewed for the
household survey) of the institutional framework and general objectives of the
project = “who is doing it” and “why?”
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•Practically, how does it work and Who is concerned? It is a study on migration
but not just about migrants. We are also interested in the history of those who
have never left Senegal and those who have come back to it.
•The broad outlines of the contents of the biographical questionnaire
•The respondent’s RIGHTS: The right to respect for their freedom to reply or
not: respondents do NOT HAVE TO answer either the questionnaire as a whole,
or any questions they are uncomfortable with …
•The right to confidentiality (i.e., secrecy) of their replies. What they say will not
be repeated to anyone else. As a professional interviewer, you have a duty of
secrecy
•The right to confidentiality and anonymity: names and addresses are not
recorded in the questionnaire (used only to collect the information); the data and
results are then processed anonymously, i.e., without names or addresses, or
identifying any particular individual …
Over time, interviewers will adapt this presentation, which is not necessarily to
be followed to the letter; the main thing is to tell each respondent these 5 things.
2. Ask interviewers to note down any questions asked or comments made by
respondents
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•Present the questions, but also the introductory and lead-in sentences that
explain to the respondent how the interview will proceed: “To begin with …” ;
“To start with, and to help us to set a time scale …”.
•On the right: you will always find the place - i.e., the number of the column where the information is to be entered in Ageven
•Finally: as a rule: the questions are in bold; the instructions or explanations for
interviewers are in italics
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•

1. Locate the year of birth, then fill in the “Age” columns from 0 to
current age

•

Stress the importance of filling in both “Age” columns (to avoid calculations
that take time and lead to mistakes during the interview). Show the columns
to be filled in in the paper questionnaire.

•

Impress on them that the best thing is to try and obtain (if possible, but it is
not always easy) the exact year of birth before the interview to fill out the
grid ahead of time …
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Aims of this part: To retrace the respondent’s housing history and family life and
to situate the members of his family and contact circle through:
•His housing history, his origins…
•The history of his conjugal and reproductive life: partners and children
•The international migration of members of the respondent’s “personal network”
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Detail and explain the sequences of the questions:
•The introductory sentence to be read to the respondent: “Now we will talk…”
•The concept of DWELLING, housing period: the relevant information here is
every dwelling where the respondent has lived for at least one year or one
academic year. Follow the respondent from one dwelling to the next, even if he
returns several times to the same dwelling.

Special cases:
- If the respondent has moved home during the survey year, record the new
dwelling even if the respondent has not yet really lived there for a year.
- the respondent has lived in more than one country in a given year. See the
Frequently Asked Questions.
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Particularly emphasize:
•

Asking the questions as worded: “until when did you stay in this dwelling?”
not, “until when did you stay there” or “in Dakar”… (this kind of wording
might skip a period of residence in another dwelling in the same town)

•

The continuity of the residential trajectory to the present moment: there must
be no gaps. The periods must follow on from one another. (we shall see later
how to deal with certain special cases: e.g., sequences of several places of
residence for less than one year).

Particularly emphasize:
•

Using CAPITAL LETTERS for names so they can be read by everyone
afterwards.

•

Trying to get the respondent to SPELL OUT THE NAMES OF TOWNS
AND VILLAGES so as to write them down correctly

•

Asking the respondent to give you the NAME of the TOWN/CITY (or
Village) rather than the name of a district or area. Otherwise it might not be
identifiable later on, even if it seems self-evident to you at the time.

•

Similarly: ALWAYS SPECIFY THE COUNTRY (even if it seems selfevident to you at the time): E.g., Is “Bologne” the small town in the Haute
Marne department of France, or French for Bologna in Italy ==> Both! Two
towns can have the same or similar-sounding names in different countries.
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•Emphasize that more than one nationality can be held over time and at the same
time.
•Emphasize the record entry: Souleymane goes from being “Senegalese” to
“Senegalese and French”; both must be recorded (otherwise it would mean that
he becomes French in 2006 but ceases to be Senegalese from that point; which
would be wrong).
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READ the introductory sentence “We will now recollect…” :
1. To explain to the respondent what is wanted: the aim is to collect all the
partnerships they may have been in during their life: i.e., all the partners they
have had either being married to them or not, living together or not (the
definition of partner will be considered in more detail later) and all the
children they have had,
2. To explain to them that the questionnaire has to be applicable to
everybody, as some may be offended by the rather wide definition of what
constitutes a “partner”
The issue of “unmarried” partners may be a sensitive or taboo question. But
in the tests: CONSENSUAL UNIONS HAVE BEEN ENCOUNTERED in
Senegal and Europe alike. And whether commonplace or marginal, the idea is
to stick as closely as possible to the respondent’s life as it is. So everyone
must feel free to recount their life experiences and the questionnaire must be
applicable to everybody, without passing value judgments.
To make things easier, this introductory sentence tells the respondent that
“Certain situations may not fit your personal life history, but this study has to
be applicable to everybody, in Senegal and in Europe”; READ IT; it can help
to ease what may be a slightly uncomfortable situation.
Be careful when translating into Wolof or other languages: do not restrict the
notion of “partner” to “spouse”: use several words to cover all couple
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relationships and the notion of “partner”.
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Start with the first partnership:
- Ask for the first name of the partner, the year of the BEGINNING and possibly
the END of the first partnership.
- Ask whether children have been born in this partnership and if “yes”, ask for the
first name and year of BIRTH of each child
- Move on to the next partnership
•

Explain the notation in the grid: Note what occurs (“the event”) at the year
or age indicated:

- P for Partnership, S for separation, D for divorce, DT for death, B for birth
- The order of the partnership/order of the child: first, second , etc.
- The first name of the partner or the child
KEEP STRICTLY to the notation codes and spaces provided to avoid all
confusion; E.g.: D=Divorce and not Death
•

Comment on the numbering of children: note down:

- the child’s birth order number: 1,2,3,4 as the births occur. Continue the
numbering sequence even if the children are from different partnerships.
- also specify the NUMBER OF THE PARTNERSHIP in which the child was
born to avoid any confusion: Here, Biram and Aicha were born to Fatou (P2),
Ibrahima was born to Maimouna (P3). If this is not noted down, it will not be
clear from reading this grid whether the children were born to Fatou or
Maimouna
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•

The year of the “beginning of the partnership” = the year when the respondent
considers that this partnership started. It may be the year of marriage, if they are
married, or the year when they started living together, or the year when they met… it
does not matter; what matters is how the respondent sees it.

•

The issue of “first names”: make it clear to the respondent that the first names are
only used for ease of recall during the interview. That said, if the respondent does not
want to give someone’s first name, it does not matter. You can note down just an
initial or “partner 1”, “partner 2” to identify and distinguish people; it is less practical
and less sociable, but there is no reason why not.

•

Polygamy (emphasize, in Europe especially): Specify that most Senegalese are
Muslims, so men can have several women/wives at once. So always repeat the
questions to find out whether there are (currently) or have been (in the past) other
partnerships.

•

Finally: Do not ask “how many partnerships…” or “how many children…” have you
had? Some people might not like to enumerate their partners let alone their children in
case it brings them misfortune …

==> Even if the interview seems more like a chat than a traditional questionnaire: the
safest way is to follow the sequence of the questions: KEEP TO the wording of the
questions.
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Two sensitive topics …
· Child Born Outside Partnerships: So far: we have proceeded partnership by
partnership, collecting the children born within these different partnerships. For
completeness, and to include any children that might not have been born in any
of the partnerships described, we must ask by way of recapitulation: “have you
had any other children?”
In this way, any children born outside partnerships can be collected without
expressly referring to children born “outside partnerships” (noted in italics, not to
be read out).
If the respondent mentions one or more children born outside partnerships: Note
B (for birth) + number of child + OP (for Outside Partnership) + first name of the
child.
· Deceased child: so far, the birth of each child has been noted without asking
each time (because it would be too tedious) whether the child is still alive. The
question is therefore asked once only right at the end whether all the children
mentioned are still alive. This allows the respondent to mention that a child
already spoken of is dead or mention a child he/she had not reported because it is
dead (this means then noting the Birth and the Death).
Notation of deaths: DT (for death), the birth order number of the deceased child
and his/her first name.
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Family members and contact circle: The aim here is to identify past and present
migration of the respondent’s personal network and the networks on which the
respondent has counted or could count to help him/her migrate.
Step 1: List the family members and friends who have lived for at least a year
Outside Senegal by category of relationship: father and mother, brothers and
sisters, partners and children, and finally: “other relatives or friends on whom you
could count (or could have counted) to help you to migrate”; this means people
on whom the respondent can really count to help him/her migrate (which does not
include all the school friends or village people who have migrated…)
Note: ASK THE QUESTIONS AS WORDED:
==> The aim is not only to find out about the migration of people who currently
live outside Senegal but also of people who have lived outside Senegal in the past
and have now returned (or died). Cf: “Has your father already lived for at least a
year outside Senegal (implies: even if he is living in Senegal again today)”
==> This way, we also record those who have always lived outside Senegal.
==> Do not say: “abroad” for “outside Senegal” because the notion of “abroad”
is relative to the place where one lives, and that could give rise to confusion.
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Step 2: Take each person in turn (who has already lived outside Senegal),
filling in 1 COLUMN PER PERSON even if several people went to the same
country in the same year (the respondent’s female partner and children, for
example). Never group several people together in a single column because not
all of them will necessarily follow the same trajectory later on!
•Clearly note the sex and relationship between the person and the respondent at
the foot of the column, using the code of the family column if need be · the first
name is optional, it is just for reference · Note the date when they met for
partners and friends… NB: cf M6: ego has known Fatou since school in 1982,
even if he has only been in a partnership with her since 1992 …
•Start the trajectory at the person’s first departure from Senegal: Identify the
year of departure and note the name of the COUNTRY (not of a town…) where
the person settled for at least one year. Find out what happened next: do they still
live in this country? Have they gone elsewhere? returned to Senegal? died? The
trajectories must be complete: up to today or up to the person’s death
•If the person was born outside Senegal: start with their birth or the time when
ego first met this person (for partners).
•If the person left Senegal before the respondent was born: start at the
respondent’s birth unless the respondent knows the exact year in which the person
left
•NB: it is more difficult for ego to talk about the trajectory of his/her family and
friends (to date their migrations) than his/her own trajectory. Give him/her time
to remember and think a little; Help them by drawing on their own biography: do
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you remember where you yourself were living when he/she left? Were you already
married? Try and date it approximately (possibly by placing a curly bracket around 2 or 3
years if the respondent hesitates) and ESPECIALLY: try (at least) to situate the migration
of close relations relative to the respondent’s own international movements (if he/she
him/herself has migrated).
Read selected trajectories showing: for example
•That they are complete up to the date of the survey or the person’s death (cf the father)
•That some have lived in several different countries outside Senegal (cf brother)
•That some have returned to Senegal today (cf uncle).
•That some have always lived outside Senegal and were born outside Senegal (cf children)
•That the relationships really make it possible to identify the type of connection to the
respondent: a first name (alone) is of no use if it is not known whether it is a friend,
brother or partner.
•Show how these trajectories of members of his family and contact circle match up
with the information already collected on ego and the links with the family or dwelling
columns. E.g.: there is no need to ask about the children’s birth years again; Also explain
that ego leaves to live in Dakar with his/her uncle at age 4 when his/her mother leaves to
join his/her father in France (1972)
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Do not forget the people (children or partners) who were born outside Senegal (a
common oversight): by definition, they have started their life outside the country.
Their entire migration trajectory has to be reconstructed.
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Emphasize:
•The control variable to be recorded: 03 partnerships.
•One column for each partnership. Two separate periods of partnership with the
same person (partnership-separation-partnership) are shown in 2 separate
columns.
•The questions framed in bold-faced boxes: are to be filled in AFTER the
interview using the information noted in Ageven. Above all, do not waste time
noting this information down again during the interview; it is a source of errors
and repetitious for the respondent. However, it is essential to complete them after
the interview because only the modules book will be input at the very end.
•Q101: record the number assigned to the person in Ageven. One person = one
number. 2 partners cannot have the same number. But the same partner can
appear in more than one column if separation(s) and new partnership(s) have
occurred.
•Q104: civil or religious marriage. Take the first date if the partners underwent
both civil and religious ceremonies, but not in the same year.
•Q105: the year of marriage (if a marriage took place) can be different from the
start year of the partnership recorded in Ageven. ASK the respondent the
question; do not “presume” on his/her behalf.
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- Q112 to Q114: Asked only of women who were married to the partner whom
one is describing.
- Q110: This means the main economic activity of the partner at the beginning of
the partnership.
Detail each item:
•“ACTIVE”, the person is working: includes apprentices and family helps, where
Family help = helps a member of his/her family for no payment
•A HOMEMAKER is any person (child or adult) who mainly takes care of the
housework and children in his/her household (for no payment).
•UNEMPLOYED means any individual who has previously worked but is
without employment and looking for a job at the time of the survey.
•PUPIL, STUDENT or any person undergoing training: any person who is in
regular attendance at an educational establishment as their main activity.
Q111:
•“self-employed” means the person is their own employer but has no employees
•“employer” means the person is their own employer and has employees
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Q204 · Ask the question; some first names can be either male or female.
Q206: a person can have more than one nationality
Special case:
Do not forget children conceived outside a partnership (OP): if no information
can be gleaned on them (too embarrassing), assign them a column anyway,
recording “refused” or “non-response” if the respondent has not replied.
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•Note the periods in chronological order.
•Write place names in CAPITAL LETTERS
•Go through the filter in detail: the degree of accuracy of the geographical
location of the dwelling described (region/department/district…) vary according
to whether the place of residence is in Senegal or another country where the
survey is done (France, Italy, Spain) or elsewhere. (Illustrate with an example of
each in the life of Souleymane).
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Department:
Area boundaries may have changed over time; Show the list of codes to the
respondent so he/she can position him/herself in this classification.
Refer to what corresponds to current departments.
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Regions:
The same applies: Area boundaries may have changed over time; Show the list of
codes to the respondent so he/she can position him/herself in this classification.
Refer to what corresponds to current regions.
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Emphasize the time to which the questions refer:
•Here (Q307 to Q309), the time when he/she arrived in the dwelling
•That may be a different time to other places in the questionnaire
Q307: Household structure on ego’s arrival in the dwelling.
•The interviewer must read the question, concluding with the 3 details in
boldface.
•Multiple answers can be given.
•If 8 or 10: specify
•If 0: go to 308
Q308: Still on arrival in the dwelling.
•For the first dwelling, at 0, the answer has to be 2: ego is not the head of
household at his birth. For the following periods, the question has to be asked.
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Q310: Emphasize L01: ego lives with his/her parents in Saint Louis during
childhood (at which time, it was clear to see that he/she lived with his/her mother,
brothers and sisters, grandmother… = Q307) then later L04, he/she returned to
the same family home (this time, his/her father has returned from France and is
not yet deceased = Q307: father, mother, brothers and sisters…)
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Q312 and Q313 are 2 entirely subjective questions. The idea is to collect what
the respondent thinks.
NB: The reference time of these questions is different to the preceding ones:
Q312 and 313 relate to the entire period during which the respondent lived in the
dwelling (not the time when he/she arrived in the dwelling).
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Slides 42 to 45 = the 6th dwelling: SKIP THROUGH or mask these slides whose
only use is to give interviewers a full version of Souleymane’s life)
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44
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Aim of this part: To explore the respondent’s occupational trajectory and
economic role through 3 broad topics:
•Educational trajectory, occupational life, inactivity
•Assets and businesses owned
•Transfers
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•Read the lead-in sentence
•Locate the column (5) for recording the information
•Retrace in chronological order the respondent’s activities from age 6 until
today: period of schooling, periods of work, periods of inactivity.
Emphasize (very forcefully!) that periods of
INACTIVITY count as much as periods of ACTIVITY: the idea is to reconstitute
“what the respondent was doing” at all times, even if he/she is/was doing
“nothing”!
 This allows us to retrace a continuous trajectory, WITH NO GAPS.
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•Start reconstituting the trajectory at age 6 ASKING THE QUESTIONS
EXACTLY AS WORDED:
“What did you do at the age of 6?” “What was your primary
occupation?”
==> this avoids asking questions like “did you go to school?”
which may be a sore point and unwelcome if the respondent has never attended
school.
But: If the respondent started attending primary school at age 7,
note “primary school” on the age 7 line. If he tended his father’s flock from the
age of 5, note “tended the flock” on the age 5 line.
•Note in the grid the “primary activities” lasting at least 1 year or equivalent to
an academic year: the period changes when the respondent changes activity,
status or country, or from active to inactive…
•If the respondent is a student but does odd jobs on the side: note the primary
activity: that on which he spends most time. Likewise for a “housewife” who also
does a little selling. The fact of having an income-earning ancillary activity will
be captured in the question on sources of income.
By contrast, a woman who spends most of her time selling things
will be recorded as a “trader” (the type of selling will be specified … in the
module).
•For schooling: each change of class is not detailed, but recorded as a single
period until the end of schooling
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•Any interruptions of at least a year in the school trajectory are to be recorded.
•The definition of stages and special cases will be looked at in more detail (in the part on
“Review of some definitions and notation principles).
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Q19D: specify the specialist field of study
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•Recapitulate the number of periods to be described including all types of period: activity, inactivity
•and Fill in 1 Column for each activity.
•Treat the periods in chronological order, following the Ageven sequence.
•Read the periods A01 (school), A02 (employee), A03 and A04 (self-employment), A05 (unemployment)
Q402: studying = enrolled in an educational institution;
if ego is following occupational training without being enrolled in an educational institution: code 2:
economically active
Special case: dual activity. See the Frequently Asked Questions.
Q403: Emphasize (forcefully!) the need to be as precise as possible and so repeat the questions again to the
respondent to get full precise details about the activity carried on: occupation, level of qualification, sector…
E.g.: “Teacher” is not specific enough. Repeat the questions again:
•In which field of study? (An English teacher is not encoded the same as an art teacher for example),
•Was this in a middle school? In a high school or…? (a middle school teacher is not encoded the same as a
high school teacher),
•Public or private? (the public and private sectors are encoded differently).
The respondent will not usually volunteer all of these precise details; you have to dig deeper, repeat the
questions again!
Be careful, in particular, not to confuse:
•“Occupation” and “status”: “Civil servant” is a status. It says nothing whatever about the occupation carried
on (a teacher can be a civil servant, but so can a secretary, an accountant, etc.) ; Civil servant is
“unencodable”.
•“Occupation” and “sector”: “In a bank” is a sector. It does not say whether the person is employed as a
counter clerk or bank manager…!
 Show the classification list of professions. Emphasize the “selling” section which is the one that poses the
biggest coding problems.
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Q406: An intentionally subjective question: the idea is to get the respondent’s
personal thoughts and feelings. How did he feel? Certain of having enough to live
on from day-to-day? Not that much? Or not at all? People can do “odd jobs”,
“sell this and that” even irregularly, but still feel that they are “doing all right”.
Q407:
•This means the respondent’s personal income, not the income of the household
in which he lives
•Note down all the income received at any time during the period
Q408: the respondent’s personal income from all sources. Obviously, it is not an
exact sum that is being asked for but a ballpark figure, an approximate amount.
Do not forget to indicate the currency: CFA, Euros…?
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Comment on A06: you can include any formal education, adult education, inservice training, etc. … not all training periods necessarily occur during
childhood and youth.
UNEMPLOYED means any individual who has previously worked but is out of
work and looking for a job at the time of the survey, whether or not receiving
unemployment benefits.
NB: Ego can still be doing odd jobs or taking courses, etc. while looking for a job
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Aim: To get a picture of Souleymane’s economic role through any investments
and inheritances.
Read the introductory sentence
Step 1: list the assets owned by type of asset.
NB:
•What is wanted are not just currently owned assets, but also those owned in the
past that the respondent no longer owns today.
•What is wanted are not just assets owned in Senegal, but also but also any that
may be owned in another country
•What is wanted are the personal assets of the respondent him/herself, not the
personal assets of their partner. Jointly-owned assets are to be included.
Special case:
•Dwellings under construction must be included under the “land” category as
they are not yet “dwelling units” (keep strictly to the wording of the questions).
•Land built on to become dwelling units or commercial premises must not be
classed as land. The interviewer must record the final state of the land (dwelling
or commercial premises), even if it has stood empty for a long time.
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•Assets are broken down into broad categories: Land/Dwelling/Commercial
See details for each category
NB: the difference between items 9 and 10 is that, in the former case (9), the
respondent and/or his/her partner own a venture (business, shop, workshop…)
and the premises from which it is run; in the latter case (10): they own a venture
(cybercafé, for example) but rent the premises from which it is run. They do not
own the walls (i.e., physical building), just the goodwill.
•Fill in 1 column for each asset, starting with previously-owned assets
•Follow an example of each type of asset to go further into the different
questions.
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Q514: Read carefully through all items with the respondent, coding those
declared by the respondent as he/she declares them.
Tontine: An association of people who pay regular amounts of money into a
common fund, the amount of which is paid to each member of the group in turn.
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Aim: Getting a picture of all the respondents’ financial transfer practices and
economic roles is a key aim of this study.
These questions concern ALL respondents, not just migrants and former
migrants.
•Financial transfers, and money in general, are a fairly sensitive issue BUT here,
we are not asking about amounts, we are concerned “just” with practices: who
transfers money? And towards where? Towards which country? (this worked in
previous tests).
•Show the notation in Ageven
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Aim: To get a picture of international geographical mobility in the broad sense,
i.e.:
•stays of one year or more outside Senegal: we have this information in the
housing history
•but also stays of shorter periods (i.e., less than 1 year) outside Senegal
•failed migration attempts
•and returns to Senegal (if any).
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Migration attempts: Definition:
Having taken steps (not just thought about …),
to go and settle in a country,
Without getting there (or at least without having spent more than one night
there - otherwise, this is a stay with SET)
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Stays outside Senegal
1. It is easier to situate periods in terms of space:
Make a note of ALL the countries where the respondent has already been in
his/her life and spent at least one night (and less than one year) there since
his/her birth. Cf question Q22.
List the countries: write names in capital letters.
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2. Situate these stays in time:
•Proceed country by country and stay by stay:
When were you in this country for the first time? And for what motive?
•Detail the list of motives and in particular “SET” and “TRANSIT” (which will
have to be included later in the migrations module)
•One can return to the same country several times: Think to ask whether the
person went back there later on.
•Stays can be “outside Senegal” for someone who already lives outside Senegal;
the country of departure does not have to be Senegal. (Cf Souleymane goes on
holiday to the Netherlands but lives in France).
•One can stay for a short period in a country in which one has also lived for at
least a year (cf holidays in France)
•See the instructions for notation, especially for annual stays repeated over a
period of several years.
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This module explores in more depth the conditions of MIGRATIONS, the
circumstances of departure, etc., with reference to:
•

the housing history, which shows all the stays of more than 1 YEAR outside
Senegal (column 3.2),

•

And also the history of shorter stays outside Senegal (column 8), recording
only TRANSIT stays and stays that include SET
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Walk-through exercise on the life of Souleymane:
 Count up the TRANSIT stays of less than 1 year (=0)
 Then stays of less than 1 year with SET. (=1)
Then stays of more than 1 year outside Senegal in column 3.2 (= 2 migrations
of one year or longer).
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•Fill in 1 column for each “migration-stay”, cf Q600TOT
•Q603: ask the question each time, even if you think you know the answer from
Ageven. We want to be certain of being able to reconstitute the entire migration
trajectory properly.
•For all the answers given in the respondent’s own words: Emphasize that what
has to be written down must be exact and complete.
“Because I had been let go and I had no job anymore ” should not be
summarized as “job”, or even, “no job anymore”
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Q605 - Attention: here we are asking for the reasons why ego chose this country
rather than another? This question does not therefore duplicate Q605 (which is
about the reason for migration)
Q606: just enter what is indicated in Ageven. Do not ask respondents the
question.
Q607 is asked only when the person has lived for at least 1 year in a country
(other than Senegal): it will tell us whether this country where they actually lived
was the one in which they wanted to go to live at the time when they arrived
there. You can stay and live in a country where you intended only to spend a short
time.
This will therefore tell us both: the countries where he/she intended to settle but
ultimately did not remain (= stays of less than one year with SET) and the
countries where he/she lived for at least one year (housing column) but where
he/she did not initially plan to remain.
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Q610: Read out all items, coding as you go
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Q616: read out all the items strictly as worded, including and especially
“smuggler”.
Q617: read the question, linking the 3 items in boldface type which are not
exclusive of one another.
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Q618 and Q620: refer back to migrants in the personal network.
The idea is to find out whether ego’s stays-migrations were supported (in term of
decision-making, financing, etc…) by close relations who were themselves
migrants or former migrants.
If so, note the “migrant code” of the person concerned: cf at the foot of columns
4: M3, M5….
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Q628 and Q629: Draw a line through the boxes if the answer is: “none”
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This experience with associations is asked about ONLY FOR PERIODS OF LIFE
where Ego LIVED OUTSIDE SENEGAL.
It therefore relates ONLY to MIGRANTS and FORMER MIGRANTS
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This trajectory is asked about ONLY FOR PERIODS OF LIFE where Ego lived
OUTSIDE SENEGAL.
It therefore relates ONLY to MIGRANTS and FORMER MIGRANTS
•Souleymane made no asylum applications, but go through the questions and
notations in detail anyway.
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This trajectory is asked about ONLY FOR PERIODS OF LIFE where Ego lived
OUTSIDE SENEGAL.
It therefore relates ONLY to MIGRANTS and FORMER MIGRANTS
•Read through the explanatory sentence.
This being said, this question has not led to problems in the tests so far. Migrants
see it as natural and reasonable to talk about the issue of papers on which their
life abroad is so heavily dependent. Respondents frequently even volunteer more
information than is asked for …
•2 types of steps and rights are asked about in addition to the right of asylum
just looked at:
- Right To Remain = Residence Permit
- Right To Work = Work Permit
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This trajectory is asked about ONLY FOR PERIODS OF LIFE where Ego lived
OUTSIDE SENEGAL.
It therefore relates ONLY to MIGRANTS and FORMER MIGRANTS
•Go through each period of life abroad, starting with the first, WHATEVER
THE COUNTRY (in Europe but also in Africa, Asia or elsewhere…)
•Ask the question “When you arrived in…. ” and go through the different
categories V, RP, NNRP and NP
•These are deliberately broad categories which can be adjusted to suit any context
in time (be it in 1950 or 2006), and in space (in Zimbabwe or Belgium).
•Take care not to confuse “no residence permit” (= irregular migrant) with “not
need any residence permit” (= respondent has the nationality of the country
where he/she stayed, or that country at that time did not require a residence
permit to remain in the territory).
•Ask about ALL changes of RESIDENCE TITLE for this same period of life
abroad
•Then move to WORK PERMITS for the same period (next slide).
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This trajectory is asked about ONLY FOR PERIODS OF LIFE where Ego lived
OUTSIDE SENEGAL. It therefore relates ONLY to MIGRANTS and FORMER
MIGRANTS
•During this SAME PERIOD outside Senegal…: right to work?
•Go through the different categories and their notation:
- “NNWP”: Not Need any Work Permit (you had the right to work without ever
requesting legal authorization)
- “WP”: have a Work Permit (you had an work permit allowing you to work for
any employer in any kind of occupation)
- “SWP”: a Selective Work Permit, on request or limited to a specific activity (for
every new employment, you had to request and obtain a new permit)
- “NWP”: No Work Permit (in principle, you didn’t have the right to work in this
country)
- Other: Specify
•Ask about ALL the changes of WORK STATUSES during the same period of
life abroad before moving on to the next period.
•READ THROUGH Souleymane’s changing stay and work statuses from
2000 to the present.
•Emphasize consistency and cross-checking with the nationalities column
located alongside: in 2006, Souleymane become French (column 9) ==> he No
longer Needs a (Residence) Permit nor a work permit NNWP (columns 11 and
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12)
 Emphasize the comparison between the different trajectories, in particular to help
the respondent work out dates and identify errors.
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This trajectory is asked about ONLY FOR PERIODS OF LIFE where Ego lived
OUTSIDE SENEGAL.
It therefore relates ONLY to MIGRANTS and FORMER MIGRANTS
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This module further explores the conditions of RETURN TRIPS to Senegal that
were, or were intended to be, permanent, with reference to:
•

the history of return trips for short periods with the intention of re-settling
in Senegal (column 13 · SET); and

•

the housing history, where all return trips of more than 1 YEAR to Senegal
are shown (column 3.2)

This module does not include: return trips of less than one year for holidays,
family visits, business trips.
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In Souleymane’s life?
•Return trips of less than 1 year with SET? (=0)
•Then stays of more than 1 year outside Senegal in column 3.2 (= 2 migrations of
one year or more).).
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Q703: Just enter what is indicated in AGEVEN. Do not ask the question..
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Do not forget to write in the END TIME
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